CC2541 BLE transmission of data
This short introduction will explain how the cc2541 circuitry is sending data using BLE

Connect to device by just clicking the blue box (Do not attempt to pair the device as this will not work)

When connected to the SensorBLEPeripheral a Device Services Page will appear containing all the
information that the cc2541 is currently transmitting. The GenericAcess and GenericAttribute services
provides general information about the device. The service for BLE communication is service 11661
which can be found further down the list. The first handle in this service is in this case handle 17 with
the user description “sensor command”. This value gives a read not permitted initially because the value
to communicate it must be set to “Notify”. Clicking this handle and enabling notify will make the value
update whenever it changes allowing a readout of values.

Interpreting the 16 char hex value
The observed data will look the following

This hex is separated into counter, time, temperature and ADC_value
Each parameter has 4 bytes, but they are divided into two section. This means that for this string
0118 = Counter → 280 decimal value

B89A = time → 47258 decimal value

0643 = Temperature →converted to decimal gives 1603 which can be converted to 160.3
Celsius(Example code was not set thus sensor readout will show 160.3 Degree celcius)

07FF = ADC_Value → 2047 decimal → using the formula explained later the conversion from the 2047
adc value gives 2.998535 V.

Temperature value is the measured value divided by 10.

The adc value can be converted by using the values shown on handle 21 and 24 named denominator D0
and Numerator N0. For this reading D0 is 204800 and N0 is 300.

Vout can then be calculated with the following formula

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (

𝑎𝑑𝑐_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
) ∗ 𝑁0
𝐷0

Formula for converting Vout to current using the received parameters from cc2541.

((
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = (𝑥0 −

𝑎𝑑𝑐_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
) ∗ 𝑁0)
𝐷0
𝐷1

X0 and D1 should be able to be viewed on the handles after D0 and N0. These values are set in the
firmware code of the cc2541.

Snippets from sourcecode for reference

